Implementing Time Machine® Suite Products in a Container Environment

White Paper: Tuesday, June 2, 2020

Time Machine for Docker enables time travel in Docker containers by providing a collection of Docker images with Time Machine pre-installed. Container-aware Time Machine makes the virtual clock truly independent for containers, even when using the same user ID across containers.

Solution-Soft has been Showcased at Red Hat Summit 2020

The Marketplace team at IBM had chosen Solution-Soft as one of the Red Hat Marketplace Launch Partners.

Press Release: Monday, May 4, 2020

At the Red Hat Summit, IBM has announced the availability of Red Hat Marketplace, which hosts enterprise software that is OpenShift Operator certified that can be deployed at any Cloud vendors. Solution-Soft is one
SUCCESS STORY
TIME MACHINE BOOSTS PRODUCTIVITY BY 60% FOR AIG

“AIG is saving 80 – 100 hours per month by adding Time Machine to our testing and development environments!”

VP of Application Development
AIG

PARTNER COLLABORATION
DELPHIX HIGHLIGHTS PARTNERSHIP WITH SOLUTION-SOFT IN SOLUTION BRIEF

Delphix Solution Brief Highlights:

Time Machine and DDP Join Forces for Best Testing Optimization.

Through this partnership, both companies can provide solutions to mutual customers for their testing needs.

Press Release: Monday, April 22, 2020

With Solution-Soft Time Machine’s virtual clocks to time travel the TIME and Delphix DataOps Platform’s virtual databases and bookmarks to time travel the DATA, together we provide a complete time shift testing solution. Both products emphasize the self-serving ability to booster developers and testers productivity, so they can time travel time and data with ease and speed without the need to engage and wait for the infrastructure team. Finally, Time Machine and DataOps Platform also complement each other for test automation with API, which a test script or test orchestration tool can achieve both Time and data actions automatically.
Oracle introduced Container Database (CDB) and Pluggable Database (PDB) since 12c to support multitenant databases. It is common for enterprise customers to have multiple CDBs and PDBs to host many applications on the same database server/node and each CDB may have many PDBs running different applications.

Time Machine Framework for Oracle (TMFO) enables time travel independently for CDB and PDB. In fact, it provides finer granularity to time travel at connection/session level, so each Oracle session to CDB or PDB could time travel independently. This can be set by session on-the-fly or automatically by rules filtered by database user, program name, or remote client identity.
Solution-Soft Enhances Time Machine Enterprise Management Console & Sync Server to Support Sync Group Auto-Resume

New Product Enhancement: Thursday, June 18, 2020

After our technology partner, Delphix suggested and discussed this with us, we concluded the auto-resume capability is essential for a seamless integration with its DataOps product. With the new release, our mutual customers can time travel both TIME and DATA with ease and are able to resume from the last iteration when the work is paused conveniently. We are delighted to see our R&D team can develop this critical piece in such a short time and make it available to general release.

“If future generations are to remember us more with gratitude than sorrow, we must achieve more than just the miracles of technology. We must also leave them a glimpse of the world as it was created, not just as it looked when we got through with it.”

- Lyndon B. Johnson, Former President of the United States of America

Dear All,

We want to thank you for being a valued customer. We want you to know that the health and well being of our customers, our employees and our community is our top priority and we continue to closely monitoring the evolving situation regarding the Coronavirus (Covid-19).

It has been our goal to continue with business, as usual, and our team has been developing policies, procedures and preventive measures to minimize risks – all of our employees have been working from home to help prevent and reduce the spread of the virus through social distancing.

Solution-Soft is a mobile-enabled workforce and built to run efficiently from remote sites. Because of this readiness, we continue with confidence that there will be little to no
As we see the instances of Coronavirus slowly start to decline, and we all adjust to our new "normal", we encourage everyone to maintain vigilance in wearing your masks, washing hands, using hand sanitizer regularly, and maintaining social distancing when you are out.

Moments like this, reminds us that we're all connected. We're called upon to be our best selves, with patience, understanding and compassion. Despite the many difficulties we all have faced, I'd like to re-assure you that Solution-Soft remains fully committed to providing our customers with service and support, and on behalf of the team, wish you well.

Solution-Soft

---

At Solution-Soft, customer projects delivered on-time is our #1 priority!

We pride ourselves on providing outstanding Customer Service and Support and are thrilled with all of the positive feedback we get from our customers.

Scroll down to read some recent Customer Testimonials below.

"Time Machine is paramount for us to test our Automated Campaign Planning, Processing & Billing in a timely fashion. All this needs to be ascertained today, to be possible to provide tomorrow. Thus the need for Time Machine and thus the extensive use of the product."

- IT Project Manager, Folksam

"I like the car analogy for Time Machine. We, British Gas, have the car, great engine and top technology, all is there for our projects, but without the tires, Time Machine, we can't go very fast."

- Quality Assurance & Control, British Gas

"Without Time Machine, this testing would have simply been impossible to accomplish without expending tremendous resources and cost to the bank."

- Key Developer, Large Financial Institute, UK

---

Follow us now on all major Social Media Platforms
Keep up to date on all your Time Shift Testing needs for a chance at a shout out!